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ABOUT THE TRACKS
From the opening track, a dark, minor key blues entitled
“Blue Visions,” you understand immediately where tenor
saxophonist Todd Herbert is coming from. He (Herbert)
proudly wears his bold, dark tone and urge to swing on
his sleeve, like a medal earned from working in the postbop trenches for many years. With drummer Jason Brown
laying a loosely interactive, midtempo swing groove,
bassist John Webber stating a four-note phrase upfront
before heading into an insistent and syncopated walk
behind pianist David Hazeltine’s percussive and
harmonically nuanced comping, Herbert digs in and deals
with authority. The veteran pianist follows Herbert’s
powerful stream of notes with the opposite approach in his
own solo, hanging on just two notes at the beginning
before stealthily creeping up on the changes, choosing
finesse over fire while slyly dropping in a quote from
“Summertime” along the way, just to remind us that they
haven’t really strayed all that far from the blues on this
tune. Brown puts up some old school spang-alang on the
ride cymbal behind Hazeltine’ s solo and breaks up the beat
in unpredictable ways on the snare as bassist Webber fairly
swaggers behind him. It’s a potent opening track and
portends of hip things to come on May Waltz.
Following the soulful overture that is “Blue Visions,”
Herbert and his stellar crew leap into Wayne Shorter’s
“This is for Albert” with unrestrained gusto. Once again,
Herbert’s fluency on his horn and abundant chops are front
and center on Shorter’s ode to jazz piano giant Bud Powell.
Brown again fuels the proceedings with his tenacious
swing, inventive accents, myriad syncopations and intricate
polyrhythms on the kit while pacing the proceedings on the
ride cymbal before bursting loose for a tightly orchestrated
flurry on the kit. Hazeltine’s relaxed, swinging solo here,
brimming with harmonic ingenuity and quicksilver lines,
shows why he is regarded as one of best modern post-bop
pianists of his generation.
Herbert’s lilting title track (May Waltz) finds him blowing
over a 3/4 modal groove as Brown provides the busy
polyrhythmic undercurrent. Coming out of the head, the
tenorist soars into to exhilarating heights on his solo as
Hazeltine comps steadily and Brown cooks behind them.
Hazeltine’s piano solo here is playful yet swinging,
interspersed with some dazzling right-hand filigrees along
the way.
The standard “Just in Time” is taken at a lightning pace
that would intimidate most tenor players.
Hazeltine’s bright, sharply rhythmic “Face to Face” is
informed by conversational fills from active drummer

Brown and a steady walking bass line from Webber. The
pianist solos first in quintessential hard bop fashion before
Herbert unleashes with another inspired solo to take things
up a notch.
On a gorgeous reading of the standard “My Old Flame,”
Herbert takes his time and blows lyrically on the
melancholy torch song. And he nonchalantly double-times
on his solo, adding daredevil flourishes and more intensity
to the proceedings. Hazeltine lays back in a relaxed solo
here.
Dizzy Gillespie’s infectious “Manteca” finds Hazeltine
comping the tongue-in-cheek chant (“I’ll never go back to
Georgia”) from Dizzy’ s intro to this seminal Afro-Cuban
tune. Herbert wails over the changes here in typically
blistering fashion as Hazeltine provides some son montuno
comping behind him before launching into his own
sparkling solo. And dig that tumbao groove from Webber!
May Waltz concludes on a scintillating note with a burning
rendition of Freddie Hubbard’s “Birdlike”. With driving
accompaniment from Hazeltine’s syncopated comping,
Webber’s deep groove and Brown’s snap-crackle on the kit,
Herbert digs deep on this flagwaver, which stands as an
homage to the late trumpeter who became both his
mentor and employer for many years. And the whole crew
engages in some rapid-fire trading of fours before bringing
the smoking Freddie homage to a close.

There is no hyphen in Herbert’s game.
This is straight up jazz.
BIOs
TODD HERBERT Todd Herbert is a tenor saxophonist
currently residing in New York City. Originally from
Evanston, Illinois, Todd began playing the saxophone at age
ten. He studied privately and performed in his middle
school and high school concert and jazz bands before
receiving a bachelor's degree in jazz studies from the
University of Miami. Todd then moved to Chicago where
he played professionally as a side man with various groups
as well as leading his own. He became a member of Charles
Earland's band and after an extended stay he joined
Freddie Hubbard's band, with whom he performed for
several years. In 1997 Todd moved to NYC where he has
been performing as a side man and a leader ever since.

Shortly after his arrival in NYC, Mr. Hubbard introduced
Todd to record producer Stan Chovnik, head of
Metropolitan Records. Todd recorded two albums as a
leader for this label (Path To Infinity and The Tree of Life)
as well as two as a member of Linda Presgrave's group
(Inspiration and Along The Path). Todd went on to became
a member of Killer Ray Appleton's band for several years,
performing on Killer's record Naptown Legacy. Todd has
also performed numerous times with Jimmy Cobb as a
member of the Jimmy Cobb Legacy band. Over the years,
Todd has performed with many musicians, including Louis
Hayes, Slide Hampton, Tom Harrell, David Hazeltine, Pete
Bernstein, Brian Lynch, Mike Ledonne, Joe Farnsworth,
Anthony Wonsey, John Webber, Rick Germanson, Duane
Burno, George Colligan, and Jason Brown, to name a few.

David Hazeltine (born October 27, 1958, Milwaukee WI) is
one of a handful of contemporary pianists who has
mastered all of the major musical skills, from improvisation
and technique, to accompaniment, arranging, and
composition. Even more impressive, David is the rare artist
able to innovate in each category. Jazz, Piano Jazz, PostBop, Jazz Instrument, Neo-Bop, Straight-Ahead Jazz,
Vibraphone/Marimba Jazz

John Robert Webber (born August 5, 1965, St. Louis) is an
American jazz double-bassist. Webber first learned to play
bass guitar before switching to stand-up bass at age 15. He
attended Northern Illinois University and Roosevelt
University in Chicago, where he worked with Von Freeman
and Brad Goode.

Jason Brown, has been a driving force behind major artists
since the early days of his career. A graduate of Oberlin
Conservatory, Ohio; Brown learned his trade under the
tutelage of Billy Hart.For seven years he toured and
recorded with Grammy nominated vocalist & composer,
Carmen Lundy; with Pat Martino on festival tours, He also
worked with renowed artists such as Lizz Wright, Cedar
Walton, Nicholas Payton, Wayne Escoffery and Kurt
Rosenwinkel. Now a key member of Amina Figarova’s
Sextet.
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